STRENGTHENED HSEQ AT PETERSON
WITH PRO-SAPIEN

Established in the offshore logistics sector over 40 years ago,
Peterson has expanded from the UK and Netherlands and now
has facilities at a number of prominent ports across the world.
Offering three core activities, namely quality assurance, integrated logistics and
related activities, Peterson operates across various industries spanning agriculture
to coal and minerals, and oil and gas to biofuels and biomass.

P

eterson is dedicated to health and
safety, environment and quality. It
is embedded in their philosophy
and is an integral part of their business
management. As part of a high-risk
sector and with thousands of employees
worldwide, Peterson is the type of
organization that requires a fail-safe,
modern and easy-to-use EHS and

“

Quality solution. Significant investment
in their new management system from
Pro-Sapien is assisting Peterson in their
mission to deliver industry-leading
standards, by improving incident and
occurence processes and utilizing
business intelligence services for key
metrics reporting.

Trust and safety are core values for Peterson so it is of
paramount importance that we work with software providers
that can give us solutions that continually help us to improve
the quality service our clients have come to know us for.

Pro-Sapien’s solution also has the flexibility to incorporate additional business
processes and reporting as we move forward. Peterson has made a strategic
investment in the SharePoint platform and our new application maximises the
benefits of that.”
Murdo MacIver
Board Director

“

We reviewed a number of systems and one of the major
factors in our decision making process was the management
information and reporting that Pro-Sapien provides. In a
nutshell, any information we capture in the electronic forms
we can report on; be it via KPI’s, reports and/or graphs using
a number of different technologies accessible through our
SharePoint portal.”

Keith Dawson
Head of HSEQ

B

y investing in Pro-Sapien’s flagship product HSEQ Innovate, Peterson is seeing
major productivity, process and management benefits. Implementing a system
where all follow up actions and tasks are monitored has enabled the Health
and Safety team to schedule and prioritise more effectively.
Our EHS and Quality management solution is designed for enterprises requiring
powerful reporting capabilities, which is why it is such a perfect fit for global
organizations like Peterson already investing in the SharePoint platform.

Our flagship product HSEQ Innovate has been advocated
by some of the world’s largest companies and is deployed
globally across each of our clients’ hundreds of sites.

If you’d like more information about how our
solution can make your EHS and Quality data more
meaningful with powerful reporting capabilities,
visit our website or even better, contact us today.
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